Intr oduction
The proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell has received more attention in recent decades as a clean and efficient power generator for various applications. The new developments are driven by its high energy efficiency, low operating temperature (~80 °C), few moving parts (mechanically robust construction), and low to zero emissions during its operation [1] . In particular, it has been considered one of the most promising alternatives to fossil-based fuel engines for automotive applications [2] . Thus, the PEM fuel cell is an environmentally viable option that is also capable of achieving high power density and high efficiency for long time range applications [3] , [4] . Furthermore, PEMFC is a FC technology dedicated to electric loads having erratic use, high transient dynamics and frequent start and stop [5] .
Nevertheless, the main disadvantages of fuel cells come from their erratic behaviours due to a high sensitivity of the stack state, low dynamics, high investment and operating costs (due to the presence of platinum in the electrodes) [6] , [7] .
The dynamic behaviour of a fuel cell is an integral part of the overall stability and performance of the power system. Moreover, many applications require dynamic transient responses faster than those the fuel cell systems can actually encounter. This discrepancy has significant implications on stack performance because of temporal oxidant starvation due to poor air flow dynamics. It leads to low FC efficiency [8] , [9] and low lifetime as a result of cathode surface area loss [10] [11] [12] .
The target applications are electric back-up, portable and automotive devices for instance. In those cases, many hybrid architectures have been suggested using ultra-capacitor banks or battery packs. For such applications, power demand on the FC can be limited to a low-frequency bandwidth around 0.1 Hz [13] , [14] through the simultaneous use of an auxiliary storage electric source dedicated to high transient power. This technique called hybrid power source has, for example, been proposed for automotive applications in which power demand fluctuates suddenly because of speed changes or inclination modifications [17] , [18] . Ultracapacitors or lithium-ion batteries are the best candidate technologies for this auxiliary source [19] . To make this hybrid solution technically attractive and economically realistic, optimizing the overall system is a key point. To accomplish this optimization, it is crucial to understand the transient phenomena, to underline their key parameters and to quantify the performance loss. It points out that, even at a low frequency (0.01 Hz), an important parasitic hysteresis V-I curve occurs and has an effect on the electric output of the stack.
The hysteresis effect that occurs in V-I curve for transient load use has been reported in the literature: Many papers have been dedicated to study the mentioned phenomenon, which is due to several reasons. Some studies were focused on the double layer capacitors effect [15] , and its interaction with activation losses [35] . Another important reason for hysteresis is the water management in the cells. For instance several works measure the membrane resistance through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and prove that at low power density this impedance is higher when the current increases than when it decreases. Consequently, the variation of the membrane moisture is one of the explanations for the hysteresis effect [39] . Based on a one-dimensional transient FC model other studies investigate a very low frequency hysteresis effect region (around 5 mHz); this phenomenon derives from poor liquid water at high current densities leading to pore flooding [36] [37] [38] . YousfiSteiner et al. exploit this remark by performing a polarization curve. They compare the upward current and the downward scans in order to tell whether the FC was dry or flooded [22] . Finally, Turpin et al. report a hysteresis V-I curve at low frequency range due to the slow (f ≤ 100 mHz) and rapid (f ≤ 1 Hz) reactant diffusion phenomena [16] .
However, all these surveys are realized with characterization FC benches where gas flow rates are kept constant. Hence the scope of the present paper is to study another non negligible identified reason of hysteresis, namely the air supply system dynamics [41] . Several reasons motivate this study [16] , especially the observed experimental results on a Ballard fuel cell, equipped with a passive humidifier to regulate humidity. Indeed, the obtained results show that, when humidity is controlled, the hysteresis exists and behaves -in some frequency range -in an opposite way compared to the hysteresis due to water accumulation at high current density and dehydration at low current density. This result puts in evidence the effect of the air compressor dynamics. Thus, the phenomenon besides this critical point needs to be well identified and studied deeply; it stands the scope of this paper.
Consequently, the paper focuses on a relevant dynamical model allowing to interpret the transient PEMFC performance degradation during load change. Firstly, the PEMFC principle is explained. Then, the main physical phenomena occurring in the stack are modelled. The next part uses this set of equations. It shows and analyses different simulations permitting to tell apart the major causes and to classify the relevant parameters influencing this V-I hysteresis effect. Finally, an appropriate set of parameters allows to retrieve the V-I curve for a 0.05 Hz wide magnitude sinusoidal load current.
In following section, PEMFC principles are described in order to explain static model from literature and to introduce the used dynamic model showing hysteresis effect.
PEM Fuel Cell Descr iption
A PEMFC consists of two electrodes in contact with a membrane separating gas compartments (figure 2). The membrane uses a thin solid polymer and is designed as a proton permeable material and an electronic insulator separating the reactants (H 2 and O 2 /air). The electrodes are constituted of a gas diffusion layer (GDL) and an active layer (AL), both of which have a porous structure, in order to enable both the electrolyte and gases to easily penetrate through it, thus providing a larger triple contact area. This assembly is sandwiched between two current collectors, which deliver the electrons for the external load and include gas channels in which the reactants flow. [20] The GDL is typically composed of carbon cloth (0.002 -0.05 cm thickness) that provides rigidity and support to the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). It incorporates hydrophobic material that improves water management and electrical properties, and prevents the gas flows from water accumulation. [21] The AL consists of catalyst particles. Up to now, platinum (pure or alloyed) has been the catalyst material which gives the best electro-catalytic performances. Usually, the platinum catalyst is made of small particles (2 -6 nm) on a support composed of carbon powder, in order to maximize the active surface area. [ Fig. 2 . Illustration of the fuel cell operation [19] As shown in figure 2 , two oxido-reduction couples are involved in fuel cell's electrochemical energy production: Air is fed to the cathodic layer, and hydrogen is fed to the anodic one. The central membrane works as an electrolyte that performs both the functions of transferring H+ from the anode to the cathode and reactant separation. Besides water, the anode and cathode reactions produce electricity and heat. From a macroscopic view, the fuel cell system is composed of some subsystems which are described in the following section:
-The Proton Exchange Membrane -The electro-catalyst layers -Gas distribution plate and the gaz diffusion layers (GDL) -The air supply system is fed by a mechanical system composed of a motor and a compressor [23] .
-The hydrogen system is controlled by an electrical valve, and having a much faster dynamic than the mechanical one.
-The cooler to maintain temperature, and the humidifier to control the humidity degree. Humidity and temperature change with a slow dynamics when compared to the other two.
PEM Fuel Cell Model
PEMFC is a complex multi-physics system which can be described at different scales and can be established for different purposes: to design specific materials or devices [24] , to conceive the stack control algorithm [25] [26] [27] or to assess the performances of the whole system (FC plants, HEV) [28] . The main objective of this section is to emphasize the key parameters of each subsystem in the global output voltage expression and more precisely on the hysteresis phenomena.
Output char acter istic model
The maximum voltage of a cell can be determined from underlying thermodynamics. It refers to the ideal fuel cell voltage (reversible open circuit voltage) given by the Gibbs free energy coefficient divided by the charge flow of the two electrons that are released [29] :
Indeed, the portion of the reaction enthalpy that can be converted to electricity in a fuel cell depends on temperature, and corresponds to Gibbs free energy given by:
where ΔH is the difference between the heats of formation of products and reactants, and ΔS is the difference between entropies of products and reactants. At temperatures below 100°C, ΔH and ΔS changes are very limited; they will be considered constant.
Equally important are the changes in Gibbs free energy with reactant pressure and concentration. As the air supply system depends on a relatively slow mechanical part (motocompressor), it is difficult for the partial oxygen pressure to remain constant whatever the load demand. 
where ∆G f 0 is the change in molar Gibbs free energy of formation at standard pressure. 
In addition the actual voltage that a fuel cell provides is less than this ideal voltage (Eq. (4)) due to various losses taking place in the membrane, at the electrodes and in the anode and cathode sections, as in figure 3: -Activation losses owing to the energy used to perform the electrochemical reactions. It is the major loss at low current density.
-Ohmic losses as a result of the flow of protons through the electrolyte and also of the electronic resistance of bipolar plates and various interconnections. They mainly affect the nominal operating region.
-Concentration losses as a consequence of the bulk phase diffusion resistance which reduces the electrode partial pressures compared to the gas inlet ones. They largely influence the high current density zone.
The studied model is the one presented in [30] [31] [32] [33] , where the output voltage depends essentially on the current density, and the reactant partial pressures. Indeed,
Where V A and V C respectively represent the anodic and cathodic overpotentials, V m represents the ohmic losses, and R I accounts for any interfacial resistance. The latter term being relatively small, it will be neglected in the following study.
•
Ohmic losses
Ohmic losses mostly depend on membrane proton conductivity given by:
Where, the degree of dissociation α depends on the equilibrium constant K A,C for the protonation reaction as follows: 
The porosity ε m of the membrane is related to λ, the number of water molecules per -SO 3 H group,
Where, M V and w V are the partial molar volume of the membrane matrix and water respectively. The water molecules λ depend on the relative humidity through the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller equation [30] .
Consequently, ohmic losses strongly depend both on temperature and membrane humidity. On the contrary, this term does not rely on reactant partial pressures. Hence, once the temperature and relative humidity degree are fixed, which is the case in the simulations and experimental set-up below, the ohmic losses term remains constant and cannot contribute to creating a hysteresis effect.
• Hydr ogen oxidation r eaction (HOR) and anodic
The anodic overpotential is due to activation and concentration losses. It is expressed as follows:
This expression is the combination of the Butler-Volmer equation, representing the activation losses, and the Nernst equation, representing the concentration losses.
To determine the activation term, the anode exchange current density is calculated using the Arrhenius law as follows:
where, E A,φ0 is the effective activation energy of i A,0 . Thus, increasing i A,0 may be accomplished by increasing γ M,A , temperature, and H 2 concentration. It shows that both temperature and partial pressures have a key effect on thermodynamic performance. Furthermore, to determine the concentration term, the anode limiting current density is calculated with the Fick equation as follows:
where p H2T is the hydrogen partial pressure in the anode graphite plate, and P H2D is the permeability of anodic gas diffusion layer for hydrogen.
The anodic reaction is very fast, particularly when compared with the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode. Furthermore, the anode side is made of a quite pure gas compared to the cathode side where oxygen (an oxidant) is mixed with nitrogen (N 2 ). Then, the voltage drop (overpotential) due to the HOR is relatively small, compared to the one due to the ORR.
• Oxygen r eduction r eaction (ORR) and cathodic over potential V C The cathodic overpotential is also caused by the activation and concentration losses. It can be written as follows:
As for the anode, the cathode exchange current density is:
Similarly, the cathode limiting current is:
where p O2S is the oxygen partial pressure in the cathode graphite plate, and P O2E is the permeability of cathodic gas diffusion layer for oxygen.
For both the anode and the cathode, γ M = a c L c , where a c is the catalyst specific area (state-of-the-art catalyst has about 600-1000 cm²/mg), and L c is the catalyst loading (state-of-the-art electrodes have 0.3-0.5 mg Pt/cm², lower loadings are possible but would result in lower cell voltages) [31] .
Moreover, the general expression of the permeability of a layer α for the species i is,
where K iα is the partition coefficient for species i in layer α, D iα is the diffusion coefficient of species i in layer α, and L α is the thickness of layer α.
Hence, the fuel cell voltage can be expressed as follows,
The output voltage depends on partial pressures of reactants through anode and cathode over-potentials. Thus, in transient mode, this voltage will be influenced by the dynamics of these partial pressures. More precisely these variables are mainly affected by the anode and cathode volumes, and the air compressor dynamics. The next section will demonstrate the important role of these two reasons in the occurrence of hysteresis effect in the fuel cell output characteristic.
Fuel cell dynamical model
The previous paragraph underlined that the hydrogen and oxygen effective partial pressures are two key variables. Consequently, it is crucial to compute them precisely through the conservation principle.
First, the ideal gas law and the principle of molar conservation permit to deduce the following differential equations:
In these equations, the inlet flow rates are expressed by: 
The reacted hydrogen and oxygen flows are related to the stack current and the cell number as follows:
Furthermore, as a result of hydrogen and oxygen consumption, the different output mass flow rates become dependent on the partial pressures as follows: 
Next, the inlet air flow W ca,in is calculated as follows:
Where, k ca,in is the orifice flow constant of the pipes, p sm is the air pressure in the supply manifold, and p ca is the total air pressure inside the cathode. In this expression, the air pressure p sm in the pipes between the compressor and the cathode inlet has the following dynamics:
And, the cathode air pressure is the sum of the partial pressures of oxygen, nitrogen, and vapour:
We consider that the air is saturated with water to 100%, and then p vap is equal to p sat that depends on the temperature of the gaz.
Last, the outlet air flow W ca,out is calculated as follows:
The air supply system, feeding the fuel cell with oxygen, is a mechanical system composed of a motor driving a compressor. Hence, the desired compressor air flow W cp is supplied to the fuel cell with a delay, depending on the dynamics of the used moto-compressor mechanical system. That will be a major factor in the hysteresis phenomenon, and it will be explained in the next section.
For simplicity's sake, and being interested by the global behaviour of the moto-compressor without entering in the details (open loop dynamics, controller dynamics, etc.) of this subsystem, we consider the latter as a first order filter that represents the delay for supplying the fuel cell with the desired air flow. This assumption will be argued in the next section.
Finally, the dynamic expressions of the output voltage, in (1)- (18) , show that the free Gibbs energy, and the cathode and anode overpotentials (due to activation and concentration losses), depend on the reactant partial pressures and the current density. Since temperature and relative humidity are assumed to be well regulated in the following simulations, ohmic losses depend on current density only. Thus, given the dynamics of the oxygen and hydrogen pressures inside the cathode and anode volumes, in (19) and (21), and the dynamics of the moto-compressor, the transient output characteristic presents some hysteresis, when the load current changes sinusoidally. The hysteresis curve shape clearly depends on the input frequency.
Simulation Test
Some results of the dynamic behaviour of the tested PEM fuel cell stack are presented in this section. Precisely, some analyses of the PEMFC parameters on the hysteresis effects are presented: [29] . Depending on the current drawn from the FC and the air supply of the FC, the stack voltage varies and is still limited to 350 V. The maximum FC current is defined as the current at which the maximum FC power is achieved, and corresponds to I FC,max = 320 A. The air is supplied by a compressor that is driven by a motor with a maximum power of 15 kW. At its maximum rotational speed of 100 kRPM, the compressor provides 95 g/sec of air flow and generates a pressure increase of 3.5 atm. In a previous work on the same fuel cell system [23] , it has been demonstrated that the controlled compressor behaves as a first order filter with a time response equal to 1.5 sec. Then, a corresponding 1 st order filter is used to represent the compressor dynamics in the simulations.
Given that the compressor consumes up to 20% of the FC power, the net power delivered to the load can decrease enormously. Indeed, the compressor motor is electrically fed by the fuel cell itself. The work presented in [34] shows that the optimal net power delivered to the load corresponds to an oxygen stoechiometry equal to two (λ O2 = 2). That means that the compressor feeds the FC with oxygen twice the reactions request. Hence, the control aims to regulate the compressor air flow to the desired value, calculated by taking the latter constraint into account. The temperature of the FC stack is supposed constant at T = 80°C. The input gases are supposed fully humidified to 100% without water condensation inside the circulation pipes. Figure 4 shows the static operating mode in dotted line. The simulations are performed using a sinusoidal load current between 0 A and 260 A. Moreover, a hysteresis phenomenon takes place, even for relatively low frequencies of the current. This frequency limit depends on the parameters of the used FC essentially (cathode and anode volumes, etc.) and the moto-compressor time response. As can be seen in figures 4-a and 4-b, for low frequencies the hysteresis is anti-clockwise. Indeed, the increase of current causes instantaneously voltage drops, the flow of reacted oxygen increases, and then the oxygen stoechiometry decreases. The recovery time depends on the moto-compressor time response and on the amount of the air contained in the cathode bipolar plate, hence cathode volume. The hysteresis width increases with frequency until some limit, where it becomes impossible for the system to follow the load demand, because of its slower dynamics. Figure 4 -c shows that at some frequency, the hysteresis width is reduced, but an "8" curve appears starting from low current densities, where the upper side of the "8" turns clockwise while the lower side rotates anti-clockwise. The upper side becomes more and more significant with the increase of the frequency. At higher frequencies, this upper side dominates the global behaviour and the hysteresis changes direction by rotating clockwise (Fig.4-d) . This behaviour is not acceptable, it shows that the system cannot provide the needed power and the compressor response is delayed enormously.
Effect of the cur r ent demand fr equency
The observation of the "8" curve rotation is an important element, proving that, when the temperature and humidity are regulated, the hysteresis is mainly due to the air supply system dynamics and geometry. Indeed, the mentioned result is in opposition to the one obtained when the water accumulation effect is considered alone. As can be observed in [36] and [37] and [22] , when an "8" effect -due to an excess of liquid water -appears between forward and backward current scans, it starts in high current densities range. Moreover, the upper side (for low current densities) of the "8" turns anti-clockwise when the lower side (for high current densities) rotates clockwise, in opposition to our result. Both phenomena (water management and compressor dynamics) have interpretation, proving that both of them take place inside the fuel cell, influence the dynamic behaviour, and should be considered.
As mentioned in [22] , "when a cell is flooding, the downward I-V curve would show lower voltages than upward I-V curve at high current densities. This is due to the increase of liquid water content in the electrode as additional water is produced by the growing current density. Conversely, if the cell is drying, production of additional water at high current densities is "welcome" and would result in higher potential". In the latter case, there is no "8" effect.
However, when the water content is regulated around a constant value, the phenomenon causing the "8" curve is totally different.
When frequency increases, the compressor air flow W cp range becomes narrower, with lower maxima and higher minima (Fig.5) . Arriving to low current densities with higher minimum of air flow leads to an accumulation of stocked air in the cathode pipes volume. This air reserve still increasing until a new consumption cycle. Due to the stocked air in the pipes, the voltage losses tend to decrease in time between backward and forward current scan, inducing an "8" effect with an upper side rotating clockwise in low current density range. However, in high current density range, the maximum air flow is lower than needed, inducing more losses. As long as the compressor air flow can recover with a small time delay, the hysteresis rotates anti-clockwise in this region (Fig.4-c) . When frequency increases, the compressor response is delayed enormously and the air flow amplitude is reduced. During the transition from forward to backward current scan, the reactant consumption is very high; even the maximum air flow at that frequency cannot compensate the lack of reactant. Hence, the voltage losses tend to increase in time in this region, and the hysteresis rotates clockwise. The "8" disappears (Fig.4-d) . Figure 5 shows the compressor air flow W cp and the oxygen partial pressure p O2 , over one period. For relatively low frequencies of about 0.1 Hz (Fig.5-a) , a small delay can be noticed between W cp and the current density i. A larger delay can be observed between p O2 and the current density i. The delay between W cp and i increases according to the rising frequency while amplitude of W cp decreases. Indeed, the current frequency goes over the compressor frequency bandwidth. At a 1Hz current frequency, the compressor flow becomes almost constant around the mean value. Furthermore, the delay between the partial pressure p O2 , whose dynamics depend on the cathode volume, and the current density i increases enormously. At f = 0.1 Hz (anti-clockwise rotation), p O2 has a negative time delay compared to i; for f = 0.5 Hz ("8" effect), it is almost in opposition of phase with i; and at f = 1 Hz (clockwise rotation), p O2 has a positive time delay with i. So, the rotation sense of the hysteresis is influenced by this time delay. Hence, at 1Hz, it is clear that the dynamics of the system becomes significantly slower than the current demand.
Moreover, Figure 4 shows that, for high current densities, the concentration voltage drop increases with frequency rising. Caused by the different air supply dynamics (motocompressor, cathode volume, etc.) the phase-shift between partial pressure and current gradually moves from 0° to almost -180°. As a result, the reactant concentration becomes low at high current densities, inducing this large voltage drop. Conversely, the reactant pressures grow to a high level at low current densities, producing a small voltage drop. 
Effect in differ ent polar ization zones of losses
The thickness of the hysteresis depends on the current density zone and the amplitude of current demand (Fig. 6 ). First, in the zone where activation losses are predominant, an "8" effect appears at 0.1 Hz. The hysteresis is thin, because the stored air of the cathode volume is important owing to the low current demand in this region. Subsequently, the available air is sufficient to prevent oxygen starvation.
Second, even if ohmic losses don't depend on the reactant partial pressures, a significant hysteresis effect appears in the ohmic zone. As a matter of fact the Gibbs free energy and the activation losses influence the entire current domain and are strongly affected by the reactant concentrations.
Finally, Figure 6 shows that between two nearby cycles, an important step occurs. Indeed, the limiting current density between both of them represents the upper limit in current for the left one and the lower limit in current for the right one. The left cycle upper limit is reached while the current increases; thus, the fuel cell is under-supplied due to the time delay of the air supply sub-system. Hence, the obtained voltage is lower than the steady state voltage.
On the other hand, the right cycle lower limit is hit when the current decreases; consequently, the fuel cell is over-supplied, also due to the air supply time delay. Hence, the obtained voltage is higher than the steady state one.
Summarizing, the left cycle is under-supplied (less voltage) and the right one is over-supplied (higher voltage); subsequently a step-up appears between both nearby hysteresis. . When the compressor dynamics becomes slower (higher time constant), the hysteresis thickness increases, and the voltage drop at high current density becomes more important. Moreover, Fig. 7-c shows that the compressor time response of about 3s (3τ comp ) becomes inadequate and causes a stack starvation. When increasing the cathode volume, the hysteresis thickness decreases. Indeed, it is due to the important reserve of air present in the bigger cathode volume, and so preventing stack starvation. However, the voltage drop at high current densities increases. Indeed, once the available stored air is consumed to feed the load, the compressor air flux increases and slowly refills the cathode volume with air. This effect is more important when this volume is bigger; this fact causes a more important voltage drop. 
Effect of the compr essor time constant

Experimental Results
In this section, some experimental results on a Ballard fuel cell generator are presented in order to validate the reasons of such hysteresis phenomena and to confirm the most important parameters that influence the occurrence and the form of this cycle.
Test Bench description
To validate the different effects analysed with the previous model experimental tests were performed on a Nexa BALLARD PEMFC generator. This system consists in an air cooled stack monitored with an internal processor. The stack is composed of n = 46 cells in series with an active area of A FC = 110 cm². It has a nominal power of 1200 W related to a rated current of i nom = 46 A and a rated output voltage of V nom = 26 V. The compressor time response is about 1.5 s. Dynamical model parameters of the Nexa Ballard PEM fuel cell are taken from [40] . Data measurements were done by a real-time dSPACE DS1104 controller board through the A/D converters mounted on an interfacing card, with a sampling frequency of 25 kHz. The load profile is emulated with a programmable electronic load (Höcherl & Hackl, model ZS1806), which has a rated power of 1800 W (i max =150A / V max = 60V). The experimental environment is shown in Figure 10 .
Results Analyses
The experiments have been carried out by measuring the output voltage, when a sinusoidal load current demand is applied to the fuel cell, at different frequencies.
First, the experimental data have been compared to the simulation results of the physical model. As shown in Fig. 11 , the implemented model estimates the stack voltage with a good accuracy. It approximates well the average global voltage and predicts properly the hysteresis cycle that occurs in the output characteristic, voltage versus current plot.
Then, with a stack temperature fixed at 45 °C, V-I characteristics are depicted at different frequencies ranging from 0.01 Hz to 0.4 Hz (fig. 12 ). As explained in the simulation tests section, the width and the form of the hysteresis cycle depend essentially on the current frequency, the geometrical size of the air supply and the time response of the air compressor. At small frequency, the hysteresis cycle is thick and anti-clockwise. While frequency increases, it becomes thinner with an "8 effect" occurring first at low current densities then at high current densities. When this "8 effect" completely disappears the hysteresis effect is clockwise and becomes thicker. The rotation of the "8" curve in experimental results validates our simulation results, what proves that the air system dynamics is the main reason for hysteresis, given that the Nexa Ballard fuel cell is equipped with a passive humidifier that regulates humidity.
Finally a small magnitude sinusoidal waveform is performed in the ohmic region where the FC generator achieves good efficiency performs ( fig. 13 ). This experiment demonstrates that at high frequencies (compared to compressor bandwidth) the global stack voltage is lower than the quasi-static stack response. This is due to partial stack starvation and proves that a hybrid structure is relevant to enhance both PEMFC generator efficiency and stack lifetime [10] , [12] . In summary, the simulation results fit the experimental curve well; it validates the applied dynamical model which proves that it represents the real system well. Given that the model is simulated at a fixed temperature, and fully humidified gases (fixed relative humidity), we can conclude that the hysteresis is essentially due to the compressor dynamics and the oxygen partial pressure dynamics, the latter being influenced by the cathode volume. This result is consistent with the analytical study presented in section 4, which is based on simulations.
Hence, we can conclude that, for controlled humidity degree and temperature, the variables responsible for the hysteresis, and which have a dominating role on its shape, are particularly the frequency, the compressor time response, and the cathode volume.
Conclusion
In this paper, a dynamical PEMFC model has been presented and implemented in Matlab-Simulink environnement. It allows us to understand the hysteresis effect observed on FC systems while the load is fluctuating. Indeed, simulations underline that the major parameters involved in this phenomenon are those of the air supply; namely, the air compressor time response, the gas channel geometry, the gas distribution plate and GDL materials. Moreover, although temperature and humidity conditions affect stack electric performance, they have little effect on the system since these variables are controlled and vary slowly compared to load current. Finally, the model simulation results have been successfully qualitatively compared with the experimental results obtained on a Ballard NEXA 1.2 kW PEMFC system. This work allows us to point out the key parameters that limit PEMFC system electric in its functioning. In addition, the implemented model can be used for real time applications. Hence, the perspective of this study is to determine the best hybridization architecture for a given specification. Then, for each application, the objective will be to optimize both the primary source (FC) and the storage device (auxiliary source) to enhance a FC feeding. The key criteria of this optimization process could be size, cost and efficiency. 
